ALFRED NOBEL THE MAN
representation of my interesting, beautiful and remarkable hogs-
bristle beard."
As these letters show, he was not only a man of outstanding
intellectual gifts, but possessed a really rare personality. As we
have seen, he was descended from Olof Rudbeck, and some of the
blood of the author of " Atlantis " flowed in his veins. This is
revealed by Ms will, with its merits and its defects. Its aim is
lofty, loftier perhaps than the means available justified, but he
too, like his ancestor, believed in Atlantis. The one conceived it as
the Sweden of ancient times, the other as the new order for mankind
in the future. He himself lived largely in this dream country, and
he wished, through his generosity, to pave the way to it for mankind.
He, shewed himself a true descendant of Rudbeck in his tireless
industry, the many-sidedness of his interests, and his dominating
intelligence which^ while adapted for practical tasks, always had a
streak of exalted idealism and of poetry. In Alfred Nobel survived
something of Sweden's great period.
His death did not come as a complete surprise ; from his earliest
youth Nobel had been delicate, and his parents' letters often
referred to his indifferent health. As has been mentioned, he had
to go to a Spa when he was only twenty, and during his whole life
he had to take similar cures. His strenuous work and constant
travelling naturally also undermined his constitution. His letters
therefore often harp on the theme of death; thus in 1889 he wrote:
" As you well express it, I have great things to think about, at
least one great thing—the passing from light to darkness, from
life into the eternal unknown or, as Spencer calls it, the unknowable.
You remember, no doubt, the thoughtful line of an English poet
(Campbell): c Coming events cast their shadows before.' It is
especially the case with that event, which puts a fullstop to further
events/'
But his energy was such that he kept going.   In 1893 he reached
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